This paper considers a remote state estimation problem with multiple sensors observing a dynamical process, where sensors transmit local state estimates over an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) packet dropping channel to a remote estimator. At every discrete time instant, the remote estimator decides whether each sensor should transmit or not, with each sensor transmission incurring a fixed energy cost. The channel is shared such that collisions will occur if more than one sensor transmits at a time. Performance is quantified via an optimization problem that minimizes a convex combination of the expected estimation error covariance at the remote estimator and expected energy usage across the sensors. For transmission schedules dependent only on the estimation error covariance at the remote estimator, this work establishes structural results on the optimal scheduling which show that: 1) for unstable systems, if the error covariance is large then a sensor will always be scheduled to transmit and 2) there is a threshold-type behavior in switching from one sensor transmitting to another. Specializing to the single sensor case, these structural results demonstrate that a threshold policy (i.e., transmit if the error covariance exceeds a certain threshold and don't transmit otherwise) is optimal. We also consider the situation where sensors transmit measurements instead of state estimates, and establish structural results including the optimality of threshold policies for the single sensor, scalar case. These results provide a theoretical justification for the use of such threshold policies in variance based event triggered estimation. Numerical studies confirm the qualitative behavior predicted by our structural results.
Sensor Scheduling in Variance Based Event
Triggered Estimation With Packet Drops occur, has gained significant recent attention. By transmitting only when necessary, as dictated by performance objectives, e.g., such as when the estimation quality at the remote estimator has deteriorated sufficiently, potential savings in energy usage can be achieved, which are important in networked estimation and control applications. Related Work: Event triggered estimation has been investigated in, e.g., [2] - [13] , while event triggered control has also been studied in, e.g., [14] - [18] . Many rules for deciding when a sensor should transmit have been proposed in the literature, such as if the estimation error [3] , [5] , [7] , [10] , error in predicted output [6] , [13] , other functions of the estimation error [4] , [11] , [12] , or the error covariance [9] , exceeds a given threshold. These transmission policies often lead to energy savings. However, the motivation for using these rules are usually based on heuristics. Another gap in current literature on event triggered estimation is that mostly the idealized case, where all transmissions (when scheduled) are received at the remote estimator, is considered. Packet drops [19] , which are unavoidable when using a wireless communication medium, are neglected in these works, save for some works in event triggered control [16] , [18] .
In a different line of research, sensor scheduling problems, where one wants to determine a schedule such that at each time instant, one or more sensors are chosen to transmit in order to minimize an expected error covariance performance measure, have been extensively studied, see, e.g., [20] - [24] . However, these schedules are often constructed ahead of time in an offline manner and do not take into account random packet drops or variations in the state estimates, i.e., are not event triggered. Covariance based switching for scheduling between two sensors was investigated in [25] . Structural results were derived for infinite horizon sensor scheduling problems in [26] , [27] , which showed that optimal schedules are independent of initial conditions and can be approximated arbitrarily closely with periodic schedules of finite length, with [26] also extending these results to networks with packet drops.
Summary of Contributions: In this paper, we consider a multisensor event triggered estimation problem with i.i.d. packet drops, and derive structural properties on the optimal transmission schedule. In particular, the main contributions of this paper are: 1) In contrast to previous works on event-triggered estimation, we allow for the more practical situation where sensor transmissions experience random packet drops. 2) Rather than specifying the form of the transmission schedule a priori, in this work the transmission decisions are determined by solving an optimization problem that minimizes a convex combination of the expected error covariance and expected energy usage. 3) We derive structural results on the form of the subsequent optimal transmission schedule. For transmission schedules which decide whether to transmit local state estimates based only on knowledge of the error covariance at the remote estimator, our analysis shows that 1) for unstable systems, if the error covariance is large, then a sensor will always be scheduled to transmit and 2) there is a threshold-type behavior in switching from one sensor transmitting to another. 4) Specializing these structural results to the single sensor case shows that a threshold policy, where the sensor transmits if the error covariance exceeds a threshold and does not transmit otherwise, is optimal. This result has also been proved different techniques in our conference contribution [1] , and, in a related setup, in [28] . For noiseless measurements and no packet drops, similar structural results were derived using majorization theory for scalar [29] and vector [30] systems respectively. 5) In the situation where sensor measurements (rather than local estimates) are transmitted, related structural results are derived, in particular the optimality of threshold policies in the single sensor, scalar case. These structural results provide a theoretical justification for the use of such variance based threshold policies in event triggered estimation. However, for vector systems, we provide counterexamples to show that in general threshold-type policies are not optimal. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model, while the optimization problems are formulated in Section III. Structural results on the optimal transmission scheduling are derived in Sections IV-A and IV-B. The special case of a single sensor is then studied in Section IV-C. The situation where sensor measurements are transmitted is studied in Section V. Numerical studies, including comparisons of our approach with schemes where transmission decisions are made using current sensor measurements, are presented in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND REMOTE ESTIMATION SCHEMES
A diagram of the system model is shown in Fig. 1 . Consider a discrete time process 
. . , y m ,k ] can be computed using the standard Kalman filtering equations at sensors m = 1, . . . , M. For the results in Sections II-IV, we will assume that each pair (A, C m ) is detectable and the pair (A, Q 1/2 ) is stabilizable. In Section V, we will relax this assumption when we consider transmission of sensor measurements, and consequently only detectability of the overall system is required. LetP s m be the steady-state value of P s m ,k|k −1 , and P m be the steady-state value of P s m ,k|k , as k → ∞, which both exist due to the detectability assumptions.
Let ν m ,k ∈ {0, 1}, m = 1, . . . , M be decision variables such that ν m ,k = 1 if and only ifx s m ,k|k is to be transmitted to the remote estimator at time k. Transmitting state estimates when there are packet drops generally gives better estimation performance than transmitting measurements [31] , [32] , and in the case of a single sensor is the best non-causal strategy [33] . We will focus on the situation where ν m ,k are computed at the remote estimator at time k − 1 and communicated to the sensors without error via feedback links before transmission at the next time instant k, 1 see Section II-C on how to take into account losses in the feedback links. Since our interest lies in decision making at the remote estimator, we shall assume that the decisions ν m ,k do not depend on the current value of x k (or functions of x k such as measurements and local state estimates). In particular, in this paper we will assume that ν m ,k depends only on the error covariance at the remote estimator, similar to the variance based triggering schemes of [9] , see Section III.
At time instances when ν m ,k = 1, sensor m transmits its local state estimatex s m ,k|k over a packet dropping channel. Let γ m ,k , m = 1, . . . , M be random variables such that γ m ,k = 1 if the transmission from sensor m at time k is successfully received by the remote estimator, and γ m ,k = 0 otherwise. It is assumed that the channel is shared such that if more than one sensor transmits at any time, then collisions will occur. Thus, γ m ,k = 0 and γ n,k = 0 with probability one if both ν m ,k = ν n,k = 1. We will assume that {γ m ,k } are i.i.d. Bernoulli with P (γ m ,k = 1) = λ m , m = 1, . . . , M.
See [1] , [35] for some results with Markovian packet drops.
A. Optimal Remote Estimator
At instances where ν m ,k = 1, it is assumed that the remote estimator knows whether the transmission was successful or not, i.e., the remote estimator knows the value γ m ,k . While if ν m ,k = 0, since sensor m is not scheduled to transmit at this time, the corresponding γ m ,k is assumed to be of no use to the remote estimator. We can define
as the information set available to the remote estimator at time k. Denote the state estimates and error covariances at the remote estimator bŷ
If a sensorm ∈ {1, . . . , M} has been scheduled by the remote estimator to transmit at time k, 2 then the state estimates and error covariances at the remote estimator are updated as follows: 
where K s m ,k P s m ,k|k −1 C T m (C m P s m ,k|k −1 C T m + R m ) −1 is the local Kalman filter gain of sensor m at time k, Km ,k = I if 2 Since collisions occur if more than one sensor transmits at the same time, we clearly should not schedule more than one sensor to transmit at a time.
for m, n = 1, . . . , M, where we note that P 0n,k = P T n 0,k , and P nn,k = P s n,k|k −1 . If no sensors are scheduled to transmit at time k, then the state estimates and error covariances are simply updated bŷ
The derivation of the optimal estimator equations (3)-(4) can be found in [35] . Remark II.1: In (3), the terms P 0m ,k+1 and P m n,k+1 for m, n =m also need to be computed, since the scheduled sensoȓ m will in general change over time.
B. Suboptimal Remote Estimator
The estimator equations (3) are optimal, but difficult to analyze and derive structural results for. A suboptimal estimator that often performs well is a constant gain estimator, which has the form (3) but with Km ,k replaced by the constant gain Km whenever sensorm ∈ {1, . . . , M} is scheduled to transmit. Suppose the constant gains K m , m = 1, . . . , M are chosen using a similar procedure to [32] , where (P, P 0m , K m ) is a fixed point of the following set of equations: (5) are obtained by averaging over γm ,k in the recursion for P k |k (as well as the associated quantities P 0m ,k and Km ,k ) in (3), and taking the steady state.
Then we have the following result:
is an eigenvalue of A. Then for each m ∈ {1, . . . , M}, amongst all possible constant gains K m satisfying max i |σ i (A(I − λ m K m ))| < 1, there is a unique fixed point (K m , P 0m , P ) to the set of equations (5) with K m = I, P 0m =P s m , and P being the unique solution to the equa-
By Theorem II.2, and in particular the fact that K m = I for each m ∈ {1, . . . , M}, the constant gain estimatorx k with gains chosen by solving (5) is easily seen to simplify to the following:
where f (X) AXA T + Q.
For the case of two sensors estimating independent Gauss-Markov systems, a similar estimator to (6) was also studied in [23] . We now give some examples comparing the performance of the suboptimal estimator (6) with the optimal estimator (3). Consider a two sensor system with parameters
The other parameters are randomly generated: C 1 and C 2 are 1 × 2 matrices with entries drawn from the uniform distribution U (0.5, 2), R 1 and R 2 are scalars drawn from U (1, 10), λ 1 and λ 2 are drawn from U (0.5, 1). The sensor that transmits is randomly chosen, with each sensor equally likely to be chosen. Table I gives E[P k |k ] for the optimal (Opt.) and suboptimal (Subopt.) estimators for 20 different randomly generated sets of parameters, where E[P k |k ] are obtained by taking the time average over a Monte Carlo simulation of length 100000. We also give values of E[P k |k ] for the case where measurements are transmitted (Tx. Meas.), which will be studied in Section V. We see that the suboptimal estimator often gives good performance when compared to the optimal estimator. Due to its simplicity which makes it amenable to analysis, and its good performance in many cases, we will concentrate on the estimator (6) in Sections III-IV.
Remark II.3: For the case of a single sensor (M = 1), the estimator (6) corresponds to the optimal estimator, see, e.g., [31] , [32] .
C. Imperfect Feedback Links
We have assumed that the feedback links are perfect, which models the most commonly encountered situation where the remote estimator has more resources than the sensors and can transmit on the feedback links with very low probability of error, e.g., the remote estimator can use more energy or can implement sophisticated channel coding. But interestingly, imperfect feedback links can also be readily incorporated into our framework.
Recall that at each discrete time instant k, the remote estimator feeds back the values (ν 1,k , . . . , ν M ,k ) to notify which sensors should transmit, with at most one ν m ,k = 1 in order to avoid collisions. If the feedback command is lost, then the sensorm that may have been scheduled to transmit at time k will no longer do so, while the other sensors not scheduled to transmit still remain silent. Thus, from an estimation perspective, a dropout in the feedback signal is equivalent to a dropout in the forward link from the sensor to the remote estimator. Assume that the feedback link from the remote estimator to sensor m is an i.i.d. packet dropping link with packet reception probability λ fb m , m = 1, . . . , M, with the packet drops occurring independently of the forward links from the sensors to the remote estimator. Then for the sensorm that is scheduled to transmit, the situation is mathematically equivalent to this sensor transmitting successfully with probability λm λ fb m . Thus, the case of imperfect feedback links can be modelled as the case of perfect feedback links with lower packet reception probabilities λ m λ fb m , m = 1, . . . , M.
III. OPTIMIZATION OF TRANSMISSION SCHEDULING
In this section, we will formulate optimization problems for determining the transmission schedules, that minimize a convex combination of the expected error covariance and expected energy usage, and describe some numerical techniques for solving them. Structural properties of the optimal solutions to these problems will then be derived in Section IV.
Define the countable set
where f n (·) is the n-fold composition of f (·), with the convention that f 0 (X) = X. Then it is clear from (6) that S consists of all possible values ofP k |k at the remote estimator. Note that if the local Kalman filters are operating in steady state, then S simplifies to
(10) As foreshadowed in Section II, we will consider transmission policies where ν m ,k (P k −1|k −1 ), m = 1, . . . , M depends only onP k −1|k −1 , similar to [9] . From the way in which the error covariances at the remote estimator are updated, see (6), such policies will not depend on x k , cf. [11] . To take into account energy usage, we will assume a transmission cost of E m for each scheduled transmission from sensor m (i.e., when ν m ,k = 1). We will consider the following finite horizon (of horizon K) optimization problem:
for some design parameter β ∈ (0, 1), where the last line holds sinceP k −1|k −1 is a deterministic function ofP 0|0 and (11) minimizes a convex combination of the trace of the expected error covariance at the remote estimator and the expected sum of transmission energies of the sensors. Due to collisions when more than one sensor is scheduled to transmit, we have
where f (·) is defined in (7) . Let the functions J k (·) : S → R be defined recursively as
Problem (11) can then be solved using the dynamic programming algorithm by computing J k (P k −1|k −1 ) for k = K, K −1, . . . , 1, providing the optimal (ν * 1,k , . . . , ν * M ,k ) = argmin J k (P k −1|k −1 ). Further, call e 0 (0, 0, . . . , 0), e 1 (1, 0, . . . , 0), e 2 (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , e M (0, . . . , 0, 1), and
Then it is clear that the minimization in (12) can be carried out over the set V (with cardinality M + 1) instead of the larger set {0, 1} M (with cardinality 2 M ). Note that the finite horizon problem (11) can be solved exactly via explicit enumeration, since for a given initialP 0|0 , the number of possible values forP k |k , k = 1, . . . , K, is finite. When the problem has been solved (which only needs to be done once and offline), a "lookup table" will be constructed at the remote estimator which allows for the transmit decisions ν m ,k (for different error covariances) to be easily determined in real time.
We will also consider the infinite horizon problem:
where we now assume that the local Kalman filters are operating in the steady-state regime, with P s m ,k|k =P m , ∀k. Problem (14) is a Markov decision process (MDP) based stochastic control problem with (ν 1,k , . . . , ν M ,k ) as the "action" andP k −1|k −1 as the "state" at time k. 3 The Bellman equation for problem (14) is
where ρ is the optimal average cost per stage and h(·) is the differential cost or relative value function [36, pp. 388-389] . For the infinite horizon problem (14), existence of optimal stationary policies can be ensured via the following result:
is an eigenvalue of A. Then there exist a constant ρ and a function h(·) satisfying the Bellman equation (15) .
Proof: See Appendix B. Remark III.2: In the case of a single sensor and unstable A, the condition λ 1 > 1 − 1/ max i |σ i (A)| 2 in Theorem III.1 corresponds to the necessary and sufficient condition for estimator stability when the sensor transmits local estimates over an i.i.d. packet dropping link, see [31] , [32] .
Remark III.3: Dynamic programming techniques have also been used to design event triggered estimation schemes in, e.g., [3] - [5] . However, these works assume a priori that the transmission policy is of threshold-type, whereas here we don't make this assumption but instead prove in Section IV that the optimal policy is of threshold-type.
As a consequence of Theorem III.1, Problem (14) can be solved using methods such as the relative value iteration algorithm [36, p. 391 ]. In computations, since the state space is (countably) infinite, one can first truncate S in (10) to
which will cover all possible error covariances with up to N − 1 successive packet drops or non-transmissions. We then use the relative value iteration algorithm to solve the resulting finite state space MDP problem, as follows: For a given N , define for
) .
LetP f ∈ S N be a fixed state (which can be chosen arbitrarily). The relative value iteration algorithm is then given by computing:
for l = 0, 1, 2, . . .. As l → ∞, we have h l (P ) → h(P ), ∀P ∈ S N , with h(·) satisfying the Bellman equation (15) . In practice, the algorithm (17) terminates once the differences h l+1 (P ) − h l (P ) become smaller than a desired level of accuracy ε. One then compares the solutions obtained as N increases to determine an appropriate value of N for truncation of the state space S, see [37, Ch. 8] for further details.
IV. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF OPTIMAL TRANSMISSION SCHEDULING
Numerical solutions to the optimization problems (11) and (14) via dynamic programming or solving MDPs do not provide much insight into the form of the optimal solution. In this section, we will derive some structural results on the optimal solutions to the finite horizon problem (11) and the infinite horizon problem (14) in Sections IV-A and IV-B respectively. To be more specific, we will prove that if the error covariance is large, then a sensor will always be scheduled to transmit (for unstable A), and show threshold-type behavior in switching from one sensor to another. In Section IV-C, we specialize these results to demonstrate that, in the case of a single sensor, a threshold policy is optimal, and derive simple analytical expressions for the expected energy usage and expected error covariance.
Preliminaries: For symmetric matrices X and Y , we say that X ≤ Y if Y − X is positive semi-definite, and X < Y if Y − X is positive definite. In general, "≤" only gives a partial ordering on the set S defined in (9) . Let S denote the set of all positive semi-definite matrices. In this section, we will say that a function F (·) :
Note that (18) does not take into account the situations where neither X ≤ Y nor Y ≤ X holds under the partial order "≤". Lemma IV.1: The function trf (X) = tr(AXA T + Q) is an increasing function of X.
Proof: This is easily seen from the definition.
A. Finite Horizon Costs
Lemma IV.2: The functions J k (P ) defined in (12) are increasing functions ofP .
Proof: The proof is by induction. The case of J K +1 (·) is clear. Now assume that J K +1 (P ), J K (P ), . . . , J k +1 (P ) are increasing functions ofP . Then J k (P ) given in (12) is increasing inP by Lemma IV.1 and the induction hypothesis, noting that (12) is over the set V given in (13) , J k (P ) can also be expressed as
Theorem IV.3: (i) The functions defined by
for m = 1, . . . , M, k = 1, . . . , K, are increasing functions ofP .
(ii) Define 
Then forP ≥P , we have ψ m ,k (P ) ≥ ψ n,k (P ).
Proof: (i) We can simplify the functions to φ m ,k (P ) = βλ m trf (P ) + λ m J k +1 (f (P )) − βλ m trP s m ,k|k
which are increasing inP by Lemmas IV.1 and IV.2.
(ii) Rewrite (20) as
SinceP ≥P , expressions (22)-(23) and Lemmas IV.1 and IV.2 imply that λ m ≤ λ n . Thus, forP ≥P we have
+ βλ n trP s n,k|k + (1 − β)E n + λ n J k +1 (P s n,k|k ).
Theorem IV.3 characterizes some structural properties of the optimal transmission schedule over a finite horizon. Theorem IV.3(i) and expression (19) allow one to conclude that for unstable A and sufficiently largeP one will always schedule a sensor to transmit. This is because trf (P ) → ∞ asP increases, so that (21) is always positive for sufficiently largeP . On the other hand, for stable A, we could encounter the situation where sensors are never scheduled to transmit if the costs of transmission E m are large, since now trf (P ) is always bounded (where the bound could depend on the initial error covariance).
Theorem IV.3(ii) and expression (19) further show that the optimal schedule exhibits threshold-type behavior in switching from one sensor to another: If for someP , sensor m is scheduled to transmit, while for some largerP , sensor n (with n = m) is scheduled to transmit, then sensor m will not transmit ∀P > P . Note however that Theorem IV.3 may not cover all possible situations, since the set S given by (9) is in general not a totally ordered set.
For scalar systems (or systems with scalar states x k and hence scalarP k |k ), the set S is totally ordered, and Theorem IV. 3 and (19) can be used to provide a fairly complete characterization. 4 For example, in the situation with two sensors, we have:
Corollary IV.4: For a scalar system with two sensors, for each k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, the behavior of the optimal ν * 1,k and ν * 2,k falls into exactly one of the following four scenarios: 4 The set S is also totally ordered in the vector system, single sensor situation in steady state, see Section IV-C.
(i) There exists aP th 1,k −1 such that ν * 2,k = 0, ∀P k −1|k −1 , ν * 1,k = 0 forP k −1|k −1 <P th 1,k −1 , and ν * 1,k = 1 forP k −1|k −1 ≥ P th 1,k −1 .
(ii) There exists aP th 2,k −1 such that ν * 1,k = 0,
From numerical simulations, one finds that each of the above four scenarios can occur (for different parameter values), see Section VI-B.
B. Infinite Horizon Costs
For the infinite horizon problem (14), we have the following counterpart to Theorem IV.3.
Lemma IV.5: (i) The functions defined by
for m = 1, . . . , M, are increasing functions ofP . for m = 1, . . . , M. Suppose that for some m, n ∈ {1, . . . , M}, andP ,P ∈ S withP ≥P , we have ψ m (P ) ≤ ψ n (P ) and ψ m (P ) ≥ ψ n (P ). Then forP ≥P , we have ψ m (P ) ≥ ψ n (P ). Proof: Recalling the relative value iteration algorithm (17), one can show using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem IV.3, that the properties in Theorem IV.3 also hold when J k +1 (·) is replaced with h l (·). Since h l (P ) → h(P ) as l → ∞, the result follows.
In the infinite horizon situation, any thresholds (which for the finite horizon situation are generally time-varying) become constant, i.e. do not depend on k. Thus, for example, with the scalar system, two sensor situation considered in Corollary IV.4, one may replaceP th 1,k −1 andP th 2,k −1 withP th 1 andP th 2 , respectively, see also Theorem IV.8.
Remark IV.6: The structural results derived above allow for significant reductions in the amount of computation required to solve problems (11) and (14) . For example, by Theorem IV.3 or IV.5, if for some P one has ν * m = 1, and for a larger P one has ν * m = 0, then one can automatically set ν * m = 0 for all P ≥ P . See also [38] for a related discussion.
When the covariance matrices are not comparable in the positive semi-definite ordering, then the full dynamic programming or value iteration algorithm will need to be run in order to solve the optimization problems. Nevertheless, when the remote estimator (6) is used the computational complexity is not prohibitive. In the case where the local Kalman filters have converged to steady state, which is likely when the horizon K is large or if we're interested in the infinite horizon, the "state space" S simplifies to (10) , which in numerical approaches is truncated to the set S N defined in (16) . The cardinality of S N is NM, which is not exponential in the number of sensors M or the horizon K. Furthermore, the "action space" V defined in (13) has cardinality M + 1, which is also linear in M .
C. Single Sensor Case
In this subsection, we will focus on a vector system with a single sensor, and where the local Kalman filter operates in steady state, to further characterize the optimal solutions to problems (11) and (14) . For notational simplicity, we will drop the subscript "1" from quantities such as ν 1,k ,P 1 , P 1,k −1|k −1 . Recall the set S defined by (9) , which in the multi-sensor case is not totally ordered in general. For the single sensor case in steady state, S becomes:
Lemma IV.7: In the single sensor case, there is a total ordering on the elements of S given bȳ
Proof:
We use induction. We have that f (P ) ≥P from, e.g., [39] . Now assume that f n (P ) ≥ f n −1 (P ). Then
where the inequality comes from Lemma IV.1 and the induction hypothesis. Hence, by induction,
Using (19) , Theorems IV.3, IV.5, and Lemma IV.7, we then conclude the following threshold behavior of the optimal solution:
Theorem IV.8: (i) In the single sensor case, the optimal solution to the finite horizon problem (11) is of the form:
for some thresholds P th k −1|k −1 , k = 1, . . . , K, where the thresholds may be infinite (meaning that ν * k = 0, ∀P k −1|k −1 ∈ S) when A is stable.
(ii) In the single sensor case, the optimal solution to the infinite horizon problem (14) is of the form:
for some constant threshold P th , where the threshold may be infinite when A is stable. Remark IV.9: In Theorem IV.8, we could have P th k −1|k −1 or P th equal toP , in which case ν * k = 1, ∀P k −1|k −1 ∈ S. Remark IV.10: As mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem IV.8 was proved in our conference contribution [1] using the theory of submodular functions. Under a related setup that minimizes an expected error covariance measure subject to a constraint on the communication rate, the optimality of threshold policies over an infinite horizon was also proved using different techniques in [28] .
Thus, in the single sensor case, the optimal policy is a threshold policy on the error covariance. This also allows us to derive simple analytical expressions for the expected energy usage and expected error covariance for the single sensor case over an infinite horizon. Due to paper length considerations, we will only state the final results, the derivations can be found in [1] , [35] .
Let t ∈ N be such that f t (P ) = P th ∈ S, see (25) . Note that t will depend on the value of β chosen in problem (14) . Also let
Then the expected energy usage is
and the expected error covariance is E[trP k |k ] = π 0 tr(P ) + π 1 tr(f (P )) + π 2 tr(f 2 (P )) + . . . , (27) which can be computed numerically. For stable A, the series in (27) is always finite. For unstable A, under the assumption that λ > 1 − 1/ max i |σ i (A)| 2 , E[trP k |k ] will be finite, by a similar argument as that used in the proof of Theorem III.1, see Appendix B.
V. TRANSMITTING MEASUREMENTS
In this section, we will study the situation where sensor measurements instead of local state estimates are transmitted to the remote estimator. In particular, we wish to derive structural results on the optimal transmission schedule. An advantage with transmitting measurements is that detectability at each sensor is not required, but just the detectability of the overall system [9] . In addition, local Kalman filtering at the individual sensors is not required. The optimal remote estimator when sending measurements also has a simpler form than the optimal remote estimator derived in (3) when sending state estimates (though not as simple as the suboptimal estimator (6)), which makes it amenable to analysis. Our descriptions of the model and optimization problem below will be kept brief, in order to proceed quickly to the structural results.
A. System Model
The process and measurements follow the same model as in (1)- (2) . Instead of assuming that the individual sensors are detectable, we will now merely assume that
T is the matrix formed by stacking C 1 , . . . , C M on top of each other.
Let ν m ,k ∈ {0, 1}, m = 1, . . . , M be decision variables such that ν m ,k = 1 if the measurement y m ,k (rather than the local state estimate) is to be transmitted to the remote estimator at time k, and ν m ,k = 0 if there is no transmission. As before (see Fig. 1 ), the transmit decisions ν m ,k are to be decided at the remote estimator and assumed to only depend on the error covariance at the remote estimator.
At the remote estimator, if no sensors are scheduled to transmit, then the state estimates and error covariances are updated by (4) . If sensorm ∈ {1, . . . , M} has been scheduled by the remote estimator to transmit at time k then the state estimates and error covariances at the remote estimator are now updated as follows: (28) where Km ,k P k |k −1 C T m (Cm P k |k −1 C T m + Rm ) −1 . We can thus write:
where f (X) AXA T + Q as before, and
for m = 1, . . . , M. In (29) the recursions are given in terms of P k +1|k rather than P k |k , since the resulting expressions are more convenient to work with.
B. Optimization of Transmission Scheduling
We consider transmission policies ν m ,k (P k |k −1 ), m = 1, . . . , M that depend only on P k |k −1 . The finite horizon optimization problem is:
where we can compute
with f (·) defined in (7) and g m (·) defined in (30) . Let the functions J k (·) be defined as 
Problem (31) can be solved using the dynamic programming algorithm by computing J k (P k |k −1 ) for k = K, K − 1, . . . , 1, with the optimal (ν * 1,k , . . . , ν * M ,k ) = argminJ k (P k |k −1 ). The infinite horizon problem can be formulated in a similar manner but will be omitted for brevity.
C. Structural Properties of Optimal Transmission Scheduling
Much of this subsection is devoted to proving Theorem V.2, which is the counterpart of Theorem IV.3(i) for scalar systems, and in particular establishes the optimality of threshold policies in the single sensor, scalar case. However, for vector systems we will give a counterexample (Example V.4) to show that, in general, the optimal policy is not a simple threshold policy. The counterpart of Theorem IV.3(ii) also turns out to be false when measurements are transmitted, and we will give another counterexample (Example V.5) to illustrate this.
The following results will assume scalar systems, thus A, C m , Q, R m , and P are all scalar.
Lemma V.1: Let F(·) be a function formed by composition (in any order) of any of the functions f (·), g 1 (·), . . . , g M (·), id(·) where f (P ) A 2 P + Q, g m (P )
and id(·) is the identity function. Then: (i) F(·) is either of the affine form
or the linear fractional form
(34) (ii) F(f (P )) − F(g m (P )) is an increasing function of P , for m = 1, . . . , M.
Proof: (i) We prove this by induction. Firstly, id(P ) = P has the form (33), f (P ) = A 2 P + Q has the form (33), and
which is a composition of the functions f (·), g 1 (·), . . . , g M (·), id(·), has the form of either (33) or (34) . Then we will show that f (F(P )) and g l (F(P )), l = 1, . . . , M also has the form of either (33) or (34) . For notational convenience, let us write f (P ) =āP +b for someā,b ≥ 0, and g l (P ) = (āP +b)/(cP +d) for someā,b,c,d ≥ 0 with ad −bc ≥ 0, which can be achieved as shown at the beginning of the proof. (ii) By part (i), we know that F(·) is either of the form (33) or (34) . If F(·) has the form (33), then F(f (P )) − F(g m (P )) = a(f (P ) − g m (P )) will be an increasing function of P , since f (P ) − g m (P ) = (A 2 C 2 m P 2 )/(C 2 m P + R m ) can be easily checked to be an increasing function of P .
If F(·) has the form (34), then it can be verified after some algebra that d dP
(F(f (P ))−F(g m (P ))) = d dP af (P )+b cf (P )+d − ag m (P )+b cg m (P )+d
Hence, F(f (P )) − F(g m (P )) is an increasing function of P .
Theorem V.2: The functions
is the cost function when sensor m transmits. Theorem V.2 thereby establishes that the cost difference between not transmitting and sensor m transmitting increases with P , and in particular implies the optimality of threshold policies in the single sensor, scalar case. This provides a theoretical justification for the variance based triggering strategy proposed in [9] . For vector systems, it is well known from Kalman filtering that when measurements are transmitted, the error covariance matrices are only partially ordered. One might hope that Theorem V.2 will still hold for vector systems, but in general this is not the case, as the following counterexample shows.
Example V.4: Consider the case k = K and M = 1 sensor, so that we are interested in the function (35) with J K +1 (·) = 0: Then one can easily verify that P > P , but that
Suppose we have a system with parameters
2862, so the function φ 1,K (P ) is not an increasing function of P .
For vector systems with scalar measurements, a threshold policy was considered in [9] , where a sensor m would transmit if C m P C T m exceeded a threshold. Since P > P implies C m P C T m > C m P C T m , the above example also shows that such a threshold policy is in general not optimal when measurements are transmitted (under our problem formulation of minimizing a convex combination of the expected error covariance and expected energy usage).
Recall the property implied by Theorem IV.3(ii), namely that if for some P , sensor m is scheduled to transmit, while for some larger P , sensor n (with n = m) is scheduled to transmit, then sensor m will not transmit ∀P > P . As illustrated below, this property does not hold when measurements are transmitted, even for scalar systems.
Example V.5: Consider a system with two sensors, with parameters A = 1.1, C 1 = 1, C 2 = 1, R 1 = 1, R 2 = 2, Q = 0.1, λ 1 = 0.6, λ 2 = 0.7, E 1 = 0.17, E 2 = 0.1, β = 0.5. Again, look at the case k = K. Then comparing the functions βf (P ), β(λ 1 g 1 (P ) + (1 − λ 1 )f (P )) + (1 − β)E 1 , and β(λ 2 g 2 (P ) + (1 − λ 2 )f (P )) + (1 − β)E 2 (corresponding respectively to the cases when no sensor transmits, sensor 1 transmits and sensor 2 transmits), we can verify that the optimal strategy is for no sensor to transmit when P < 0.5485, sensor 2 to transmit when 0.5485 ≤ P < 0.8642, sensor 1 to transmit when 0.8642 ≤ P < 3.9005, but sensor 2 will again transmit when P ≥ 3.9005. 
D. Transmitting State Estimates or Measurements
There are advantages and disadvantages to both scenarios of transmitting state estimates or measurements. Sending measurements is more practical when the sensor has limited computation capabilities. Furthermore, detectability at individual sensors is not required. However, as mentioned in Section II, transmitting state estimates outperforms sending of measurements. From Table I , we can see that the optimal estimator when sending estimates outperforms sending of measurements in all cases, while the suboptimal estimator also outperforms the sending of measurements in many cases.
The optimization problems in the infinite horizon situation are also less computationally intensive in the case where state estimates are transmitted and the remote estimator (6) is used. As mentioned in Remark IV.6, the set S has a simple form in steady state, which in practice can be easily truncated to a finite set S N . On the other hand, when measurements are transmitted, the set of all possible values of the error covariance is difficult to determine in the infinite horizon case. Hence it is difficult to discretize the set of all positive semi-definite matrices (which the error covariance matrices will be a subset of) efficiently, and the computational complexity of the associated optimization problems can be very high.
VI. NUMERICAL STUDIES

A. Single Sensor
We consider an example with parameters The packet reception probability is chosen to be λ = 0.8, and the transmission energy cost E = 1.
We first consider the finite horizon problem, with K = 5 and β = 0.05, and with the local Kalman filter operating in steady state. Figs. 2 and 3 plot, respectively, the optimal ν * 1 and ν * 2 (i.e. k = 1 and k = 2) for different values of f n (P ), which we recall represents the different values that the error covariance can take. In agreement with Theorem IV.8, we observe a threshold behavior in the optimal ν * k . In this example, we have P th 0|0 = f 3 (P ) and P th 1|1 = f 2 (P ); the thresholds are in general different for different values of k.
We next consider the infinite horizon problem, with β = 0.05. Fig. 4 plots the optimal ν * k for different values of f n (P ), where we again see a threshold behavior, with P th = f 3 (P ). In Fig. 5 , we plot the values of the thresholds for different values of β.
As β increases, the relative importance of minimizing the error covariance (versus the energy usage) is increased, thus one should transmit more often, leading to decreasing values of the thresholds. Finally, in Fig. 6 we plot the trace of the expected error covariance vs the expected energy, obtained by solving the infinite horizon problem for different values of β, with the values computed using the expressions (26) and (27) . Note that the plot is discrete as t ∈ N in (26) and (27) , see also Fig. 5 .
B. Multiple Sensors
We first consider a two-sensor, scalar system with parameters A = 1.1, C 1 = 1.5, C 2 = 1, Q = 1, R 1 = R 2 = 1, λ 1 = 0.8, λ 2 = 0.6. We solve the infinite horizon problem with β = 0.2. Fig. 7 plots the optimal ν * 1,k and ν * 2,k for different values of P k −1|k −1 , with transmission energies E 1 = 1, E 2 = 1. The behavior corresponds to scenario (i) of Corollary IV.4. Fig. 8 plots the optimal ν * 1,k and ν * 2,k for different values of P k −1|k −1 , but with transmission energies E 1 = 1, E 2 = 0.4. With these parameters, the behavior corresponds to scenario 
C. Performance Comparison
Here, we will compare the performance of our approach with a scheme similar to that investigated in [5] (see also [10] ) that transmits when the difference between the state estimates at sensor m and the remote estimator exceeds a threshold T m . 5 In order to avoid collisions, which from simulation experience will greatly deteriorate performance, we allow each sensor to transmit (if it exceeds the threshold T m ) once every M time steps in a round-robin fashion. Specifically,
it is sensor m s turn to transmit 0, otherwise (38) wherex k is the remote estimate at time k.
When the decisions ν m ,k depend on the state estimates, the optimal estimator is generally nonlinear [8] , [11] . In the spirit of (6), we consider a suboptimal estimatorx k given by
With this scheme the decision on whether to transmit is made by the sensor (rather than the remote estimator). The sensor has access to its local state estimate, but also requires knowledge of the remote estimate. In the single sensor case, the sensor can reconstruct the remote estimatex k −1 provided the values of γ k −1 are fed back to the sensor before transmission at time k. However, in the multiple sensor case simply feeding back γ m ,k−1 is not enough for the sensors to reconstruct the remote estimate, and it appears that one requires the entire state estimatě x k −1 to be fed back to the sensors in order to implemement this scheme. Thus, the scheme (38)-(39) is not intended as a practical scheme for the multi-sensor case, but is only used here for performance comparison with our approach that schedules transmit decisions at the remote estimator.
We consider the two sensor, vector system with parameters
The packet reception probabilities are λ 1 = 0.8, λ 2 = 0.6, and the transmission energies are E 1 = 1, E 2 = 0.4. In Fig. 9 , we plot the trace of the expected error covariance versus the expected total energy, obtained by solving the infinite horizon problem (14) for different values of β. We compare the performance with the scheme (38)-(39) for different values of the thresholds T 1 and T 2 , with T 1 = T 2 . For smaller expected energies, the scheme of (38)-(39) performs better due to the utilization of additional information in the local state estimates, but as stated before requires feedback of the full remote state estimates in order to implement. The approach proposed in Sections II-III performs better when a smaller expected error covariance specification (with corresponding higher expected energy) is required. Furthermore, scheduling at the remote estimator doesn't require feedback of the remote estimates, but only feedback of the decision variables ν m ,k , which takes values of either 0 or 1 (i.e., one bit of information).
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has studied an event-based remote estimation problem using multiple sensors, with sensor transmissions over a shared packet dropping channel, where at most one sensor may transmit at a time. By considering an optimization problem for transmission scheduling that minimizes a convex combination of the expected error covariance at the remote estimator and the expected energy across the sensors, we have derived structural properties on the form of the optimal solution, when either local state estimates or sensor measurements are transmitted. In particular, our results show that in the single sensor case a threshold policy is optimal. Similar structural results can be derived for Markovian packet drops [1] , [35] . Possible extensions of this work include the consideration of event triggered estimation with energy harvesting capabilities at the sensors [30] , [40] , channels where multiple sensors can transmit at the same time, and efficient ways to solve the optimal transmission scheduling problem in the case when measurements are transmitted.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem II.2
We first note that if K m = I, then the first equation of (5) becomes
Next, we will show that the second equation of (5) also has a solution P 0m =P s m , irrespective of the value of K m . We begin by recalling the following expressions for the error covariance and Kalman gain for the local Kalman filter at sensor m: 
Since we can use (40) to show that 
B. Proof of Theorem III.1
We will verify the conditions (CAV*1) and (CAV*2) given in [37, Corollary 7.5.10] , which guarantee the existence of solutions to the Bellman equation for average cost problems with countably infinite state space. Condition (CAV*1) says that there exists a standard policy 6 d such that the recurrent class R d of the Markov chain induced by d is equal to the whole state space S. Condition (CAV*2) says that given U > 0, the set D U = {i ∈ S|c(i, a) ≤ U for some a} is finite, where c(i, a) is the cost at each stage when in state i and using action a. We first restrict ourselves to the case of a single sensor m. To verify (CAV*1), let d be the policy that always transmits, i.e. ν m ,k = 1, ∀k. Let state i of the induced Markov chain correspond to the value f i (P m ), i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where we define f 0 (P m ) P m . The state diagram of the induced Markov chain is given in Fig. 10 , with state space S = {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
Let z = 0. Then the expected first passage time from state i to state z = 0 is
The expected cost of a first passage from state i to state z = 0 is
For stable A, the infinite series above always converges. To show convergence of the infinite series for unstable A, note that the scenario where sensor m always transmits to the remote estimator, with packet reception probability λ m , corresponds to the situation studied in [31] , [32] . By computing the stationary probabilities of the Markov chain in Fig. 10 , we can show that the expected error covariance E[P k |k ] can be written as E[P k |k ] = ∞ n =0 (1 − λ m ) n λ m f n (P m ). From the stability results of [31] , [32] , we know that E[P k |k ] is bounded if and only if λ m > 1 − 1/ max i |σ i (A)| 2 . Thus
Hence d is a standard policy. Furthermore, one can see from Fig. 10 that the positive recurrent class R d of the induced Markov chain is equal to S, which verifies (CAV*1).
Since the cost per stage c(i, a) corresponds to βtrP k |k + (1 − β)ν m ,k E m , condition (CAV*2) can also be easily verified. This thus proves the existence of solutions to the infinite horizon problem in the case of a single sensor m.
For the general case with multiple sensors, if at least one sensor m satisfies λ m > 1 − 1/ max i |σ i (A)| 2 , then solutions to the infinite horizon problem will exist, since restricting to this sensor m already guarantees the existence of solutions.
